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The 4D microgravity method for waterflood surveillance:
Part IV — Modeling and interpretation of early epoch
4D gravity surveys at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska

Jennifer L. Hare1, John F. Ferguson2, and Jerry L. Brady3

ABSTRACT
Between March 2003 and March 2007, four high-precision 4D absolute microgravity surveys were performed at
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. These surveys are part of an ongoing
effort to monitor the progress of a very large water-injection
project in the gas cap of the Prudhoe Bay reservoir at a depth
of 2.5 km. These carefully acquired gravity data must be
modeled and interpreted in terms of water movement within
the reservoir. A constrained linear inversion scheme was
tested on reservoir simulations during the planning and development phase of this project 共preinjection兲. The inversion methodology has been applied to data for three epochs
共2005–2003, 2006–2003, and 2007–2003兲, and mass-distribution models have been produced for the reservoir. The time
evolution of the water-mass distribution in the reservoir is visualized from these three snapshot models. The waterflood is
expanding into the gas cap at the expected rate but is exhibiting nonsymmetric behavior that is consistent with a greater
degree of structural control than expected. The waterflood
seems to be restrained episodically and guided by fault barriers. These barriers are overcome and fault-bounded blocks
filled with water in stages.

INTRODUCTION
Time-lapse or 4D microgravity surveys are being used to monitor
subsurface fluid movements in several petroleum reservoirs, with
the two most mature applications at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska 共Figure 1兲
and the North Sea 共Sasagawa et al., 2003; Stenvold et al., 2006;
Zumberge et al., 2008兲. The Prudhoe Bay project is the subject of
several publications, including Hare et al. 共1999兲, Ferguson et al.
共2007兲, Brady et al. 共2008兲, and Ferguson et al. 共2008兲. The success

of Alaskan surveys has been caused by the emergence of new technologies for geodetic 共GPS兲 and gravity measurement, as Ferguson
et al. 共2008兲 report. Hare et al. 共1999兲 is concerned with inverse modeling of 4D gravity signals and speculation about potential results
based on reservoir simulations of a large-scale Prudhoe Bay reservoir waterflood. Production is starting to decline for this reservoir,
and it long has been recognized that an additional water-injection
program would be necessary to maintain pressure. During the planning of the waterflood project, it was realized that very few wells
would be available to monitor the water movement in the reservoir
gas cap because the gas has never been developed for sale. The 4D
gravity survey was inspired by this situation and became an important component of the waterflood monitoring effort when the project
was initiated in 2002. Ferguson et al. 共2008兲 report on gravity surveys conducted in the winters of 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, and 2007.
This paper discloses results of modeling the 4D gravity signals.
The Prudhoe Bay reservoir is the largest in North America 共Jamison et al., 1980; Sprecht et al., 1986兲. Although the depth is about
2.5 km, the thickness and high porosity permit a reasonably large
gravity signal 共⬎200 Gal in later years兲 after water replaces gas
during the waterflood 共Hare et al., 1999兲. It is necessary to measure
the gravity and correct for elevation changes because of arctic nearsurface processes 共no elevation change is expected from fluid extraction/injection at the 2.5-km reservoir depth兲. A precision of about
10 Gal in the 4D gravity 共based on two GPS and two gravity surveys兲 is required. This level of precision has been achieved in the
Prudhoe Bay surveys 共Ferguson et al., 2008兲. The inverse modeling
methodology was evaluated thoroughly using reservoir simulations
reported in Hare et al. 共1999兲, and it has been possible to apply the
original code to 4D signals without significant modification. Although we currently are working on a next-generation inverse-modeling methodology, models presented here use the original Hare et
al. 共1999兲 methodology despite some inherent limitations.
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The modeling has been very successful, and it has been possible to
track the waterflood through the reservoir gas cap. This tracking has
demonstrated a general agreement with predictions based on reservoir simulations but also has shown substantially different behavior
in detail. Gravity models have been integrated with borehole logs in
available monitoring wells with very good agreement. The mass balance for models also is within expectations, based on known waterinjection rates. Detailed features of gravity models display interesting correlations with known geologic structure at the reservoir
depth. We are working to integrate the gravity-model information
into the next generation of reservoir simulations, thereby introducing a new kind of information into the process.

4D gravity-measurement methodology
A complete description of methods used at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska,
to make 4D gravity measurements and the history of their development are found in Ferguson et al. 共2007兲 and Ferguson et al. 共2008兲.
A brief outline of these methods is provided here for completeness.
All positioning in the surveys is performed using phase-differential GPS. It is impossible to establish permanent monuments because
of the arctic environment of bay ice and permafrost tundra. Locations of all gravity stations 共Figure 2兲 are defined electronically with
respect to a permanent network of four GPS base stations 共Figure 1兲.
These base stations are part of the national Continuously Operating
Reference Station 共CORS兲 network, so station locations are updated

continuously by the National Geodetic Survey. Gravity-station locations are recovered using real-time kinematic 共RTK兲 GPS to within
about 15 cm. Station locations then are determined precisely using a
rapid static mode 共20-minute or longer occupations兲 and network
adjustment on baselines to all four CORS base stations. It is expected
that gravity-station elevations will vary from year to year, and elevation changes of as much as a meter are observed. Differential free-air
and Bouguer corrections are applied to the gravity-time differences
to produce the 4D gravity signal 共Ferguson et al., 2007兲.
The gravity measurements are made using the Micro-g–LaCoste
A-10 field-portable absolute gravimeter. This instrument makes
thousands of drops of a corner-cube-reflector mass object that is
tracked by a laser interferometer. After making corrections for timedependent phenomena 共i.e., earth and ocean tides, polar motion, and
atmospheric pressure兲, the result is an absolute measure of gravitational acceleration. The instrument calibration is tied to national
共and international兲 standards of time and length and is free from drift
and the requirement of a gravity base-station reference. This maintains the absolute gravity level within and between surveys. The
A-10 has demonstrated repeatability to better than 5 Gal 共Ferguson et al., 2008兲. The GPS antenna is attached physically to the
gravimeter to ensure a consistent relationship between elevation and
gravity measurements.
The 4D gravity error, or noise, comes from measurement errors in
each of two GPS surveys and two gravity surveys. Additional noise
is contributed by year-to-year changes in the near-surface hydrologic state. A 4D gravity noise level of 10–12 Gal standard deviation
is supported by more than 10 years of repeated
measurements at Prudhoe Bay 共Ferguson et al.,
2007; Ferguson et al., 2008兲.

Inverse modeling methodology
The methodology presented in Hare et al.
共1999兲 is a rather straightforward discrete linear
inversion 共Menke, 1984; Parker, 1994兲 of gravity
observations for mass density in piecewise constant cells 共Braile et al., 1974; Li and Oldenburg,
1998兲. The relationship between the density
change in cells 共m-vector d兲 and the gravity-difference observations 共n-vector g兲 is

A d ⳱ g.

Figure 1. Facilities and infrastructure map for Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. Alaska state plane
zone 4 coordinates are in feet. The area covered by the sea is blue with bathymetric contours at 2-ft intervals in the bay. The four GPS base stations are red triangles labeled with
CORS designations.

Elements of the n ⫻ m system matrix A are computed from the elementary solution for a vertical
prism of square cross section 共Plouff, 1976兲.
Models are underdetermined 共n ⬍ m兲, with as
much as four times as many model parameters as
gravity observations. We provide a brief recapitulation of the most significant features of the method.
Because of the well-known ambiguity of potential field inversion, several constraints are applied and simplifications made based on wellknown features of the reservoir. If the reservoir
shape is assumed to be known, then the inverse
problem reduces to a linear inversion for the density distribution. The gas cap has a maximum
thickness of about 150 m and a depth of about
2500 m. Although the reservoir is stratified into
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several zones, there is effectively no vertical resolution in the model
at that scale. The model is therefore represented by a single layer of
vertically averaged cells with east-west and north-south dimensions
of 300⫻ 300 m 共comparable with cells in reservoir simulations and
below the widths of resolving kernels for this problem兲. The cell top
and bottom depths conform to structure maps determined from well
logs and 3D seismic data. There are m ⳱ 868 cells in models shown
in this paper. Figure 2 shows the extent of the model cell array at
Prudhoe Bay. The inverse model is parameterized by the mean density of the cells.
Very important constraints are upper and lower density-change
bounds for each cell. We permit a small negative density change on
the order of ⳮ5 kg/m3 and limit the upper bound to less than
120 kg/m3 共average value for a cell; actual density change in the
higher-porosity strata of the reservoir would be higher兲. There are as
many as n ⳱ 300 linear equations in m ⳱ 868 unknowns provided
by the 4D gravity observation in an epoch 共gravity at time 2 minus
gravity at time 1兲. These underdetermined equations can be satisfied
in the least-squares sense subject to the condition that the model with
smallest Euclidean norm be accepted. This involves truncation of
the singular-value distribution 共SVD兲 of the system matrix to less
than 300 singular values with concomitant loss of resolution in the
resulting model as expressed by the parameter vector in an 868-dimensional space 共Jackson, 1972; Wiggins, 1972兲. Density values in
neighboring cells are smeared out through a weighted averaging process. The model shape constraints are implicit in the system matrix
relating the parameter vector to observations, but the density constraints require an additional set of, in this case, l
⳱ 1736 linear inequalities 共two for each model
cell兲, specified by l-vector h and l ⫻ m matrix C:
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prewhitening兲 might not be necessary and resulting models will
have maximum resolution. Density-change constraints are equivalent to imposing a Bayesian prior distribution with a uniform shape
for parameter errors. Although computation of parameter variances
is as straightforward as a matrix multiplication 共Jackson, 1972; Wiggins, 1972兲, this is not the case for the constrained inversion. The
present implementation of this method does not have an adequate
formulation of the variance calculation for model cell densities 共this
calculation did not have a well-understood formulation when the
code was written兲. This will be improved in the next generation of
modeling software for this project in conjunction with a more thorough evaluation of the model space for the constrained case. We believe existing inverse models will be of sufficient interest to the geophysics community to justify their presentation, with a more qualitative appraisal of model errors.

RESULTS
The primary results from interpreting 4D gravity surveys are
snapshots of the water distribution in the reservoir gas cap in March
2005, 2006, and 2007. The 4D gravity maps are shown in Figure 5 in
Ferguson et al. 共2008兲. Models have been produced for the six epochs in this figure, but our focus has been on the full epochs:
2005–2003, 2006–2003, and 2007–2003. The 2003 data have been
corrected by adding a 5-Gal peak-amplitude synthetic signal pre-

C d ⱖ h,
with
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where I is the m ⫻ m identity matrix, 0 is an m
⫻ m matrix of zeros, and 1 is an m-vector of ones.
The resulting linearly constrained problem can
be solved with a variety of algorithms. We have
chosen Lawson and Hanson’s 共1995兲 method, in
which the constraint inequalities C and h are partitioned into active 共or exactly satisfied兲 and inactive sets, with equalities in A and g satisfied in the
least-squares sense by solution d. Singular-value
decomposition and regularization through singular-value truncation and rank reduction 共maximum rank in terms of this discussion being 300兲
can be applied as a preprocess 共Lawson and Hanson, 1995兲. Bearing in mind that there is no
unique model, models found by this method are
quite satisfactory and representative of models
that meet the specified criteria.
Density-change inequality constraints also
regularize 共stabilize兲 the solution, so singularvalue truncation 共or any other form of taper or

Figure 2. Base map for the Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, 4D gravity surveys. Alaska state plane
zone 4 coordinates are in feet. Gravity stations are black Ⳮ symbols. The extent of the
gravity-model cell array is bordered by the red dashed line. The dotted red line 共Ato A⬘兲 is
the location of the ice-road profile in Figure 6.
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dicted for the three months of water injection prior to the survey, so
the full epochs represent the total water-injection program. The subepochs 共i.e., 2007–2006, 2007–2005, and 2006–2005兲 have been
used to investigate the variability and reliability of models and waterflood evolutionary patterns. Models also can be compared with
water levels measured by geophysical logging in monitoring wells
共Figure 1兲 and with records of the quantity of injected water 共mass
balance兲.
The use of the constrained inversion procedure is essential to
achieve realistic models of the mass distribution in the reservoir.
Only models of mass distribution in the reservoir with realistic density values will be explored. Even with constraints, ambiguity exists,
and only relatively smooth 共low-resolution兲 models can be produced. We therefore produce a suite of models for each epoch with a
variety of density and smoothness assumptions 共Figure 3兲. We also
explore the ambiguity 共and variability兲 by looking at sums and differences of models for various epochs.
We first examine models without constraint on the density upper
bound. These models 共Figure 3c兲 permit an estimate of the densitychange upper limit. The model must be smoothed to a very high degree for stability, and density values within each cell are weighted
averages of all other cells. The singular-value truncation is chosen
by considering the so-called L-curve 共Lawson and Hanson; 1995兲,
so that a parsimoniously small model fits the data results. An oversmoothed model also results in an unfavorable mass balance. The
peak density change is found to be approximately 90 kg/m3. Cell
density is a function of cell size 共depth to top and bottom; all cells
have the same horizontal area of 92,894 m2兲, sand-shale ratio, and
porosity 共18%–23% in the sands兲. Large cells, such as ones used in
these models, have low average density compared with smaller cells
whose size is comparable with the scale of geologic variability. Values determined 共and used in reservoir simulations兲 for the Prudhoe
Bay reservoir using cores, geophysical logs, and seismic data range
from 70 to 120 kg/m3.
A constrained-density upper bound permits estimation of higherresolution models 共Figure 3a and b兲. The stabilizing effect of the

a)

b)

constraints obviates the need to truncate the singular-value spectrum
of the system matrix, and the horizontal resolving length decreases
to 300–600 m. The similarity of these models, as the density bounds
are tightened, indicates that their effect does not overwhelm the solution. The density constraints, along with the reservoir geometry, provide a well-defined container to be filled with injected water. Inverse
models track the filling of the prespecified container. In the models, a
fraction of cells will be held at the upper bound by the Lawson and
Hanson 共1995兲 algorithm and are thus filled to capacity. Models that
fit the data can be found for which all of the cells are at the upper or
lower bounds.
It is possible to get a semiquantitative notion of the model variability by exploring sums and differences of models fitted to the six
4D gravity epochs. Several conclusions have been drawn from this
limited set of models:
1兲
2兲
3兲

4兲

The density-change standard error in the model cells is on the
order of 9 kg/m3.
The 9-kg/m3 parameter error translates into a 13-Gal standard
error in the 4D data.
The 2003 and 2005 surveys contribute more noise to the 4D
data as concluded in Ferguson et al. 共2008兲 and to any models in
which they are involved.
Models based on longer epochs have a reduced noise level because of the high signal-to-noise ratios 共S/N兲 in the 4D data.

A better means of model assessment will be implemented in the future.
The average flood-front leading edge is a good example of a welldetermined model feature. The flood-front leading edge is defined
by the 10-kg/m3 density contour. This contour is defined by a S/N
value of one, so the area outside of the leading edge is noise dominated and the area inside is signal dominated. In Figure 4, the leading
edges for the tightly and loosely constrained models for epochs
2005–2003 and 2007–2003 are displayed on a geologic structure

c)

Figure 3. Inverse density models for epoch 2007–2003. 共a兲 Tight 共ⳮ5 to 90 kg/m3兲 constraints. 共b兲 Loose 共ⳮ5 to 120 kg/m3兲 constraints. 共c兲
Unconstrained. The leading edge of the waterflood 共10-kg/m3 density contour兲 is indicated by the blue dashed line. Models corresponding to
Figure 3a are used throughout this paper.
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more useful than density maps for visualizing the location of the wabase map. The location of the leading edge typically varies by only a
ter. A suite of full-epoch mass-change maps is shown in Figure 7.
few thousand feet among models of the same epoch.
The full-epoch models 共year 2003 baseline兲 can be differenced to
All models produced 共and presented here兲 fit the data within staproduce two additional subepoch models as shown in Figure 8. A
tistical limitations; merely fitting the data is of no value in discrimination among models. Figure 5c is a typical residual-error map. Residual errors are well characterized by a zero
mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of about 11.5 Gal for the full-epoch models. The original 4D methodology development
experiments 共Ferguson et al., 2007兲 were performed on the Ice Road profile, shown as A to A⬘
on Figure 2. The 4D gravity for epochs
2005–2003, 2006–2003, and 2007–2003 on the
profile is shown in Figure 6, with theoretical
anomaly maps for models in Figure 7. The 4D
gravity noise 共11 Gal standard deviation兲 from
preinjection surveys conducted between 2000
and 2002 共Ferguson, 2007兲 is plotted in Figure 6
for reference.
Residuals do not appear to be correlated
spatially at scales of a kilometer or greater. The
model, at a 2.5-km depth, has accounted for the
⬎5-km wavelength correlated features in the
data. As discussed in Hare et al. 共1999兲, Ferguson
et al. 共2007兲, and Ferguson et al. 共2008兲, we have
been concerned that near-surface hydrologic processes might be responsible for correlated noise
that would be problematic in the modeling. We
have looked for correlation between 4D gravity
data and residual errors with the bay-ice and water-thickness changes 共Ferguson et al., 2008兲
without success. At present, there is no justification for modeling and stripping near-surface density variations. Attempts to do so have not improved reservoir models.
Figure 4. Shaded-relief structural map on zone 2C of the reservoir with faults, shown as
The mass change in each cell is found by multigray line segments. The leading edges 共10-kg/m3 density contour兲 for epochs 2005 共red
plying the density change by the cell volume.
lines兲 and 2007 共blue lines兲 are shown for the tight 共ⳮ5 to 90 kg/m3兲 and loose
Mass maps 共or equivalently surface-density maps
共ⳮ5 to 120 kg/m3兲 constrained models. Alaska state plane zone 4 coordinates in feet.
Coastline and injection wells are indicated for reference.
because the cell horizontal areas are constant兲 are

Figure 5. 共a兲 The 4D gravity for epoch 2007–2003. 共b兲 The theoretical gravity for the model shown in Figure 3a. 共c兲 The residual error gravity
from 共a兲 and 共b兲. The rms error is 11.34 Gal. This map is not contoured so that correlation is not enhanced by the interpolation process.
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project because they are located about the right place and are of the
correct magnitude. For this analysis, we have not made a full accounting of all production and injection processes, and the metering
of flow rates is subject to an uncertainty of about Ⳳ5%. We also must
consider that water is displacing gas that moves ahead of the waterflood front, thereby increasing the density and pressure in the remain-ing cells of the model. The gas replacement results in an assumption of a mass of 128.8 kg per barrel of water injected rather
than 160.6 kg per barrel of seawater. The mass-balance results are
summarized in Table 1.
In this paper, we use a consistent set of parameters in the inverse modeling to facilitate intercomparisons among the three epochs. In practice, several models have been considered for the various
epochs. The model presented in Brady et al.
共2008兲 for the 2005–2003 epoch has a slightly
higher resolution and a lower mass-balance percentage.
Several monitoring wells 共Figure 1兲 have been
relogged at intervals since 2002. Neutron logs
provide high-resolution estimates of water content versus height in the reservoir. Because the
model does not contain explicitly any vertical
stratification 共and the data have no vertical resolution at the scale of the reservoir thickness兲, conversion of gravity-model cell density or mass to
Figure 6. The 4D gravity profiles for the A to A⬘ line shown in Figure 2. This line correwater height is a somewhat complicated process,
sponds to the ice-road line discussed in Ferguson et al. 共2007兲. The line has been monirequiring some knowledge of the actual porosity
tored in eight gravity surveys since 1997. The dashed black lines are Ⳳ11 Gal or one
standard deviation for the 4D gravity noise. Solid color lines represent 4D gravity and
distribution around the monitoring well. It is very
dashed color lines are theoretical gravity from models in Figure 7. The red curves repreimportant that good methods be formulated for
sent epoch 2005–2003, the green curves are epoch 2006–2003, and the blue curves are
this conversion so the new information produced
epoch 2007–2003. Black dots represent 4D gravity noise from preinjection measurein the gravity interpretation can be integrated
ments between 2000 and 2002.
rough mass-balance calculation can be made by summing the mass
in cells occupied by the waterflood and comparing it to the known
water-injection schedule. The waterflood cells are defined by a density change of ⬎2 kg/m3 and contiguity with injection wells 共Figure
1兲. The mass balance is complicated by several fluid-injection and
withdrawal activities present in the survey area. These include the
production of oil in the southern portion of the area, the Victor water
injection, and gas reinjection 共Figure 1兲.
A possible interpretation for the small mass anomalies in the
southern parts of Figure 8a-c might be the Victor water-injection

Figure 7. Contour maps of the mass in each 300⫻ 300-m variable height model cell for inverse mass models in three full epochs. 共a兲 Epoch
2005–2003. 共b兲 Epoch 2006–2003. 共c兲 Epoch 2007–2003, corresponding to the density model in Figure 3a. The monitor wells are labeled with
the number of feet of water logged at the end of the epoch.
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Figure 8. Year-to-year changes in mass distribution based on differencing the models in Figure 7. 共a兲 Epoch 2005–2003 共the same as Figure 8a兲.
共b兲 Epoch 2006–2005. 共c兲 Epoch 2007–2006. Faults at the depth of the reservoir are shown as gray line segments.
Table 1. Mass balance of injected water compared with models.
Water injected
Date
1 March 2003
1 April 2005
1 April 2006
1 April 2007

Mass of model

共106 bbl兲

共1010 kg兲

共106 bbl兲

共1010 kg兲

Percentage predicted

39
330
520
716

0.50
4.25
6.70
9.22

—
360
565
671

—
4.64
7.28
8.64

—
109
109
94

with the more traditional 共and well accepted兲 geophysical log data.
We find that gravity models are insensitive to water height changes
of less than 10 m 共33 ft兲. The monitoring wells in Figure 7a-c are annotated with logged water thickness in feet for comparison to the
mass distribution. The density-to-water height conversion will be
the subject of a subsequent paper on the integration of 4D gravity
modeling with reservoir engineering.
Some very significant conclusions can be made from comparison
with the 4D gravity models to known geologic structure at the depth
of the reservoir. Figure 8 shows mass-difference models for epochs
2005–2003, 2006–2005, and 2007–2006 共found by differencing the
full-epoch models兲 and fault traces at the reservoir depth. Figure 4
shows the depth to horizon 2C in the reservoir with flood-front leading-edge contours superimposed for 2005 and 2007. The water flow
appears to be impeded by fault barriers, which are later overcome to
permit water to flood into new compartments. The injection region is
not at the highest point of the gas-cap structure, and that has resulted
in a progressive uphill filling of the structure to the northwest over
time. Note that the front does not move very far west between 2005

and 2007 共Figure 4兲, but mass continues to increase to the west of injection wells 共Figure 8兲.
The greatest movement in the waterflood-front leading edge between 2005 and 2007 is 1340 m to the southwest and 920 m to the
north 共Figure 4兲. The bulk of the water mass 共⬎1000 kt/cell兲 is moving southwest through a fault zone, which cuts across the nose of the
anticline structure 共Figure 4兲. The flow to the south appears to be
blocked by a major east–west-trending fault since 2007. In addition,
by 2007 the flow is blocked to the northeast at the reservoir termination. Fault barriers are difficult to recognize in sparse well data, but
they can be considered in reservoir simulations and are suggested
strongly by the asymmetric evolution of the early epoch gravity
models.

CONCLUSIONS
The Prudhoe Bay 4D gravity project has succeeded in producing
data at about 300 stations during gas-cap water injection. These data
are absolute-gravity differences, corrected for elevation changes, in
three full epochs between March 2003 and March 2007. The 4D
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gravity noise has a standard deviation of about 11 Gal, with some
improvement in the later years.
These time-lapse gravity intervals have been modeled to produce
the vertically averaged density-change 共and mass兲 distribution in the
reservoir at a depth of 2.5 km. The data are inverted with a range of
assumptions concerning the possible density change in the model
caused by injected water replacing gas. The most favored models
constrain the density change to between ⳮ5 and 90 kg/m3. The water mass moves outward from the injection wells in an orderly manner, which appears to be controlled by faults and structural relief in
the reservoir. Models account for the estimated injected water mass
to within about 10% and are in good agreement with well logs in
sparse monitoring wells.
The data acquisition and analysis methodologies were developed
at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, between 1994 and 2007. Although some
field operations are defined by the arctic environment, these methods
could be applied to any land-based reservoir with straightforward
modifications. Limitations of these methods to other fluid-monitoring applications are related to density change, reservoir volume
共thickness and porosity兲, and depth. In the case of Prudhoe Bay, the
density change 共as much as 120 kg/m3兲, reservoir thickness
共⬎100 m兲, and porosity 共⬎20%兲, and huge amount of injection water permitted substantial surface-gravity signals in spite of the great
depth 共2.5 km兲.
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